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Abstract

Rapid coastal c h a n g e  is c o m m o n  in th e  Asia-Pacific region yet  an unders tan d ing  of its causes, recurrence times, 
and  im pacts is no t  always clear th rou gh  th e  use of conventional geological m ethods .  It is su g g es ted  th a t  myths 
(traditional [oral] tales) are underutilized sources of information a b o u t  coastal c h a n g e  in this region. This is illustrated 
by consideration of m yths likely to  recall (early) H olocene  sea-level rise, particularly along th e  coasts o f  India and  
Australia, as well as myths recalling rapid episodic coastal e m e rg e n c e  and  su bm erg en ce ,  th e  latter including th e  
d isappearance  of entire landm asses (islands). Two exam ples of h o w  details in such myths can inform geological 
unders tand in g  of coastal c h a n g e  are given. The first a rgues th a t  m yths recalling th e  rapid flooding o f  coastal cities/ 
lowlands are likely to  represen t m em ories  of ex trem e w ave events  sup e r im p osed  on a rising (postglacial) sea level. 
The seco nd  sugges ts  th a t  m any  myths a b o u t  landmass/is land d isappearance  fail to  report th e  occurrence  of rapid 
(coseismic and  aseismic) su bs idence  even th o u g h  they  provide inferential ev idence  th a t  this occurred. Few such 
myths are know n to  th e  au th o r  from m any parts of Asia ye t it is likely th ey  exist and  could, as e lsew here  in the  
world, help illuminate th e  un ders tand ing  of th e  na tu re  and  ch ronology  of rapid coastal change.  The challenges 
involved in helping com m unit ies  in th e  Asia-Pacific region a d a p t  to  future coastal ch ang es  m igh t be  partly 
o v e rco m e  by th e  use of appropr ia te  myths to  d e m o n s tra te  p re ceden ts  and  e n g e n d e r  local participation in 
adap ta tion  strategies.
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Introduction
Coasts in the Asia-Pacific region are sometimes subject 
to rapid change. Conventional geoscientific methods 
have commonly been used to understand the causes and 
recurrence intervals of rapid coastal change but these 
methods have not always proved adequate to

• identify incidences of occasional (low-frequency) 
rapid (often high-magnitude) change because the 
evidence for these is obscured by later coastal 
changes, and

• understand how rapid coastal changes impacted 
coastal societies and ecosystems at particular times.
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Sustainability Research Centre, University o f the  Sunshine Coast, 
Maroochydore, Queensland 4558, Australia

The m ost common types of rapid change are those as
sociated with the impact of large waves, be they storm 
surges or tsunamis, that may alter both the position and 
nature of the shoreline. Yet these types of change are 
often also reversible because they are not generally asso
ciated with long-term changes in level of either the land 
or sea surface. Exceptions to this occur when large-wave 
impacts are superimposed repeatedly on gradual (mono
tonie) changes in sea level or when a tsunamigenic 
ocean-floor earthquake causes a nearby coastline (land 
and/or ocean floor) to rise or fall rapidly [1,2].

O ther types of rapid change also periodically affect 
some Asia-Pacific coasts, especially those in tectonically 
unstable areas. Shallow-focus thrust earthquakes, which 
are comparatively frequent along many plate boundaries 
in the region, sometimes cause rapid coseismic uplift or 
subsidence [3,4]. The effects of these earthquakes are 
often most noticeable along coasts where shallow sea
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floor emerges rapidly or where coastal lowland fringes 
are abruptly submerged. In addition, collapses of (steep) 
slopes along coastlines, both above and below sea level, 
often lead to rapid land submergence. Such collapses 
may be triggered by earthquakes or volcanism, some
times solely by gravity.

For all these types of rapid coastal change, there is 
interest in knowing how often (frequency) and how much 
(magnitude) they affect particular Asia-Pacific coasts, not 
least to understand the effects they might have should they 
re-occur in the future [5]. Reliable data on the frequency of 
past instances of rapid coastal change are difficult to obtain, 
often because long-term (background) change is not mono
tonie but also because data are often difficult to isolate and 
interpret because of the effects of other processes contrib
uting to coastal evolution over the time periods involved.

The largely unacknowledged source of data about 
rapid coastline change in the Asia-Pacific region on 
which this paper focuses is myth, the traditional (oral) 
tales that are characteristic of many of the unique cul
tures in this region [6-9]. Some such myths -  termed 
euhemeristic -  derive from observations of natural phe
nomena by pre-literate people who encoded their experi
ence in memorable stories, passed down orally through 
subsequent generations. Such myths have the potential 
to provide additional information around the nexus of 
geological and historical sources of information about 
geohazards (Figure 1). Some such myths also have con
siderable potential for identifying instances of rapid 
coastal changes in the past and can therefore be used to 
illuminate the nature and chronology of rapid coastal 
change in both the past and, by analogy, in the future.

Review: euhemeristic myths referring to coastal 
change in the Asia-Pacific region
It is only in the last few decades that geoscientists have 
begun to appreciate the potential value of (euhemeristic) 
myths for an understanding of a range of geological phe
nomena [10,11] yet hardly any of the most influential case 
studies come from the Asia-Pacific region (Figure 2). Ex
ceptions are associated mostly with certain Pacific Island 
groups and with New Zealand and Australia where myths 
were transcribed in the earliest parts of their literate his
tories [6,12]. Another significant difference is that in many 
parts of the Asia-Pacific region, because culture has not 
always been considered to be rigidly separate from sci
ence, myths were not excluded from developments in the 
understanding of natural phenomena in the way that they 
were in many other parts of the world [13].

This paper deals with myths referring only to (appar
ently) rapid coastal change, which is described under 
three headings -  long-term (slow, monotonic) coastal 
change punctuated with instances of extreme change; rapid 
coastal emergence; rapid coastal submergence. Following

these descriptive sections, the value of an approach to 
coastal change incorporating myth is explained and illus
trated in two ways -  one where it is argued that many 
myths recalling apparently rapid coastal submergence may 
in fact be more plausibly interpreted as recalling the super
imposition of recurring extreme events on a slowly rising 
sea level; the other where it is argued that myths supply 
evidence for rapid subsidence during particular events that 
has not been gleaned by geoscientists in any other way.

Myths suggesting long-term coastal change
Short-lived, often largely reversible, coastal changes are 
common along Asia-Pacific coasts as they are elsewhere. 
Tropical cyclones (typhoons) affect an increasing num 
ber of tropical coasts in the region [14], often resulting 
in major changes to the superficial geology of the coastal 
zone, particularly where there are no offshore reef bar
riers to offset the impacts of storm surges [15]. Tsu
namis, which potentially affect m ost Asia-Pacific coasts, 
can cause far greater changes to coastal environments 
than storm  surges.

It is possible that myths referring to coastal submer
gence (drowning) in the Asia-Pacific developed several 
thousand years ago during the early Holocene, perhaps 
late Pleistocene, in response to the inundation of the 
Sahul and Sunda shelves by postglacial sea-level rise. At 
least one serious writer has claimed that evidence for 
supporting the interpretation of these as euhemeristic 
myths, and their subsequent outwards dispersal, is today 
found in various forms of land-raiser myths in cultures 
across the entire region, from India in the west to the 
Pacific Islands in the east [7], a suggestion that has 
found some support from archaeology [16] and sub
regional myth analyses [17,18].

Along the coast of India, there are numerous myths 
that plausibly also refer to long-term (postglacial) coastal 
change (Figure 3). A long history of significant coastal 
settlement in northwest India, particularly along the 
Saurashtra coast (Gujarat), has led to a wealth of infor
mation about shoreline change that became encoded in 
myth. In the M ahabharata, the ancient (golden) city of 
Dwaraka was once the abode of Ford Krishna who left it 
shortly before it was inundated by the ocean and aban
doned. Fong regarded as a probable fiction, archaeo
logical investigations have found a wealth of evidence to 
support the existence of Dwaraka as well as numerous 
other coastal settlements nearby that were probably also 
rendered uninhabitable as a result of coastal change dur
ing the Harappan period, more than 3000 years ago 
[19,20]. Tectonic changes and associated tsunami may 
have contributed to the abandonment of Saurashtra 
coastal settlements like Dwaraka [21] although it is likely 
that (postglacial) sea-level rise played a more prolonged 
role in this.
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Figure  1 The po ten tia l o f m yths to  provide in form ation  th a t spans geological and historical sources o f in form ation  a bou t past 
geohazards. T h e  vertical sca le  Is an  a p p r o x im a t io n  o f  a m o u n t  o f  p rec i se  in fo rm at io n  a b o u t  g e o h a z a r d s  a t  par ticu la r t im e s  In t h e  past.  A: 
E xam ple s  o f  g e o h a z a r d s  a b o u t  w h ic h  in fo rm at io n  has  b e e n  a c q u i r e d  f ro m  g eo lo g ica l  a n d  historical sources .  B: Example s  o f  h o w  In form at io n  
f ro m  m y th s  ca n  b e  u s e d  to  s u p p ly  deta il s  a b o u t  g e o h a z a r d s ,  par ticularly In t h e  p e r io d  w h e r e  o n ly  limited  in fo rm at io n  is availab le f rom  geo lo g ica l  
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On the east coast of India are found myths relating to 
submergence of ancient port cities and their most m em 
orable components, particularly temples [22]. Near the 
m outh of the Kaveri River exist the remains of the ports 
of Poompuhar and Tranquebar. The Manimekhalai, a 
Tamil epic, describes how the port city of Poompuhar 
was destroyed by an angry goddess in a flood and much 
archaeological evidence has been found to support de
tails contained in the myth [23]. While most such tradi
tions are ancient, probably at least 2000 years old, some 
are more recent and point to continued shoreline 
change in the last few hundred years. Of these, the most

compelling is the description on a 17th-century Dutch 
chart of the ‘seven pagodas’ of Mahabalipuram, six of 
which are said in myths to have been submerged in a 
single day long ago [24].

In southern India, Tamil myths contain many allu
sions to ancient lands now underwater. Some myths 
refer to the drowning of the form er cities of M adurai 
(Maturai) and Kapatapuram  and recall that “the sea 
swallowed up forty-nine provinces of ... land from 
the Pahruli River to the north  bank of the Kumari 
River’ ([25]: 294). Some Tamil traditions refer to the 
existence of Kumari Kandam, an ancient land (now
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submerged) off the coast of southernm ost India 
where Tamil culture reputedly originated, a tradition 
that inform ed more recent global legends about 
the 'lost continent’ of Lemuria in the Indian Ocean 
[26],

Another well-known myth found in the M ahabharata, 
perhaps around 4000 years old [27], tells of the bridge 
that was constructed by the monkey army of Lord Rama 
in order for them  to reach Sri Lanka from the coast of 
southeast India and rescue his consort who had been
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Figure  3  The coast o f India and Sri Lanka show ing the  exten t o f the  shoreline a t the  Last Glacial M axim um  (from  topex.ucsd.edu/ 
m arine to p o /m a r top o .h tm l) and places m entioned  in the  text. Inset s h o w s  a sate lli te  I m a g e  o f  Ram a's  Bridge (Credit: J a c q u e s  Descloltres, 
MODIS Land Rapid R e s p o n s e  T e a m ,  NASA/GSFC).
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kidnapped. Rama’s Bridge is now regarded by scientists 
as a natural formation, built of reef and/or beachrock, 
that was emergent across the modern ocean gap (Palk 
Strait) some time before 4500 BP when sea level was 
lower than today [28]. Rama’s Bridge is detectable on 
satellite images (Figure 3, inset).

Comparable myths to those from  India come from 
parts of the coast of Australia (Figure 4), where 
Aboriginal people amassed a series of traditions over 
at least the last 40,000 years. Some of these trad i
tions refer to rapid coastal change and plausibly rep
resent the overtopping by the ocean of a coastal 
shelf or the breaching of a coastal barrier (as post
glacial sea level rose) leading to the abrupt inunda
tion of an area of lowland. A good example comes 
from  Port Phillip Bay at the head of which the m od
ern city of M elbourne now lies. Several Aboriginal 
myths provide explanations for the drowning of this 
bay, recalling that it had previously been dry land 
and a place where emus and kangaroos were hunted 
[29,30].

Similar evidence was collected from Aboriginal tribes 
in other parts of Australia [31,32]. For example, off the 
coast of western Australia (Figure 4, left inset), there is a 
tradition that “Rottnest, Carnac, and Garden Island, 
once formed part of the mainland, and that the interven
ing ground was thickly covered with trees” ([33]: Dic
tionary, p 8). On the east coast, an equivalent tradition

states that it was once “possible to walk across to the 
islands” offshore ([34]: 29), namely Hinchinbrook and 
Palm islands (Figure 4, right inset).

Given that people have been living on Pacific islands 
for only the past 3000 years or so [35], slightly after the 
time of the Holocene sea-level maximum in this region 
[36], it is no surprise that, despite the formidable body 
of oral traditions that exist there [6,37], there are none 
that plausibly recall slow, enduring sea-level rise as there 
are in India and Australia. It is expected that there 
would be such oral traditions in East Asia although none 
are known to the author.

Myths recalling rapid coastal emergence
Many parts of the Asia-Pacific coast are periodically sub
ject to rapid emergence as a result of (coseismic) uplift 
during an earthquake [4]. While the uplift magnitude 
may be subsequently reduced in magnitude by subse
quent (interseismic) subsidence, the net long-term effect 
is usually coastal emergence. Myths that plausibly recall 
incidences of rapid coastal emergence are found in the 
Pacific Islands region, where there are many island 
coasts that have been subject to regular such events 
within the time of human occupation of particular 
islands [38,39].

Examples come from the islands of Tonga and nearby 
Niue Island, where successive rapid uplifts of islands are 
encoded in myths that talk of gods stamping repeatedly
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Figure  4  The coast o f Australia show ing the  e x te n t o f the  shoreline a t the  Last Glacial M axim um  (from  top ex.ucsd.edu/m arine to p o / 
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on the ground surface causing it to rise [40,41]. One 
myth from Niue refers to a time before an island existed; 
the demi-god “Maui was in a cave on the sea floor and 
pushed it up until Niue became ‘a reef awash at low 
water’; with another heave, Maui 'sent it higher than the 
spray can reach ... and it became an [high limestone] is
land like to Tonga” ([42]: 85-86).

It is likely that other myth motifs in the region, 
particularly that from the Pacific about islands being 
fished-up from beneath the ocean surface [18], have in
corporated observations about rapid (coseismic) uplift in 
various places. It might be expected that similar myths 
exist amongst cultural groups in Indonesia, Japan and 
Papua New Guinea, where coseismic uplift affects some 
coasts [4], although no such myths are known to the 
author.

Myths recalling rapid coastal submergence
While coseismic subsidence is known to have affected 
Asia-Pacific coasts, it is less common than coseismic uplift. 
Certain myths about islands that sank abruptly in western 
Pacific Island groups [43,44] contain elements consistent 
with rapid subsidence but are generally dominated by 
details concerning the (tsunami) waves that reportedly 
overran particular islands. Coseismic subsidence may be 
implicated in the destruction of Luondona-Wietrili Island 
(Timor) after myths tell how it (and the coasts of nearby 
islands) was repeatedly lashed by a giant sailfish (van Enge
lenhoven in [7]). A similar myth explains how the island of 
Fatu Huku (Marquesas, French Polynesia) was largely 
destroyed [45], something that may have happened only 
within the past 200 years [46].

Myths that involve islands or coasts being cut or 
chopped, commonly by a giant being wielding a giant 
tool, are common in many parts of the Asia-Pacific re
gion and may recall times when large coastal landslides 
occurred, perhaps triggered by a large-magnitude earth
quake. Island-cutting myths are common in parts of 
Indonesia; the god Atuf is said to have made Borneo into 
the island it is today by severing its connections with 
other islands using a giant spear [7]. The Shimane 
Peninsula (western Honshu, Japan) is said to have been 
formed when a giant plough was used to slice the land 
[17] while M eru Mountain, after it was shifted to eastern 
Java (Indonesia), was trimmed to give it its present shape 
[47]. On Easter Island (southeast Pacific Ocean), the god 
named Uoke is said to have to prised pieces off the vol
canic cliffs with a giant crowbar until it broke on the 
hard rocks at Puko Puhipuhi [48]. Hawaiian myths tell 
of a goddess named Hi’iaka dismembering the body of a 
dragon-like creature to create coastal lowlands on O ahu 
Island, a story that has been reconciled with geoarchaeo- 
logical evidence [49].

The most extreme example of coastal submergence is 
when an entire landmass (usually an island) is said to 
have vanished, something that is quite common in 
myths but has only recently become regarded as a cred
ible geological phenomenon [41,50]. Among the better- 
documented examples from the Asia-Pacific region are 
the myths about the disappearance of the islands of 
Burotu (Fiji Islands) and Teonimanu (Solomon Islands).

Stories about the legendary island Burotu (Pulotu) are 
widespread among people in the island groups of Fiji, 
Samoa, Tonga and elsewhere and appear to point to ei
ther the island M atuku (southeast Fiji) or one nearby 
that has disappeared [51]. Details that position this van
ished island off the southwest coast of M atuku and in
volve its periodic reappearance could be interpreted as 
meaning that Burotu existed within the last 3000 years 
that this part of the Pacific has been inhabited and per
haps disappeared as a result of a flank collapse of the 
steep-sided M atuku Volcano (Figure 5).

While Burotu may have disappeared more than 
2000 years ago, the available chronological data suggest 
that Teonimanu disappeared between the years 1568 and 
1773, perhaps fewer than 300 years ago, and that it did so 
as a result of an earthquake-triggered collapse of the steep 
subterranean slope of the adjoining Cape Johnson Trench 
(Figure 6). Many stories about Teonimanu collected from 
the inhabitants of surrounding islands link its disappear
ance to ground tremors, noise and smoke coming from 
beneath the ocean surface, and a tsunami train (perhaps 
eight waves), all of which imply that seismic-triggered 
collapse of undersea slopes were involved in island dis
appearance [41,44]. Seismic refraction data suggest that 
there have been multiple collapses along the sides of the 
Cape Johnson Trench [52,53] which makes this interpret
ation of the myths surrounding the disappearance of 
Teonimanu more credible.

Interrogating the details of coastal change myths
In several instances, the details in myths have been used by 
geoscientists to better understand a particular pheno
menon. This is truest of volcanoes, particularly in re
constructing their eruptive histories in times before written 
observations began to be made. The active/dormant 
volcanoes of M t Mazama (Oregon, USA) and Santorini 
(eastern Mediterranean) are good examples of this [11], as 
in the Asia-Pacific region is M t Fuji (Honshu Island, 
Japan) and the volcano of Nabukelevu (Kadavu Island, 
Fiji). In the latter case, myths about an eruption of 
Nabukelevu within the past 3000 years were adjudged 
implausible [56] until subsequent research, based on 
newly-exposed sections through the volcano flanks, re
vealed this had in fact been the case [57]. In a converse 
situation, Maori myths interpreted as meaning that the last 
eruption of Rangitoto Volcano (North Island, New Zealand)
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Figure  5  B athym etry  around the  island o f M atuku  (southeast Fiji) show ing a subm arine p latfo rm  at -1 8 0 0 -1 9 0 0  m th a t m ig h t have  
fo rm erly  been em ergen t, the  source o f m yths abou t the  island o f Burotu in this part o f the  Pacific (after [41]).
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occurred about AD 1400 have been borne out by scientific 
data despite popular suggestions of more recent activity 
[58],

In this section, two aspects of comparatively common 
coastal-change myths from the Asia-Pacific region are 
interrogated and their likely implications for the under
standing of particular phenomena are deduced. The first 
refers to how myths that recall apparent abrupt coastal 
flooding leading to perm anent coastal change are in fact 
likely to be expressions of the superimposition of ex
treme wave events on a rising sea level, while the second 
focuses on why many myths about island disappearance 
fail to mention rapid subsidence even though this is im 
plied by the position of these underwater islands today.

Myths recalling abrupt coastal flooding
Today the most visible and enduring effects of storm 
surges and tsunamis on Asia-Pacific coasts are often on 
their inhabitants and infrastructure yet the impacts on 
coastal geology and vegetation are also often profound. 
In terms of superficial geology, while erosion and ag
gradation may both result from large-wave impacts 
[59,60], it is clear that the coastline can often return to 
its original condition so that the net (long-term) impact 
of these events is almost negligible; in systems language, 
this concept is that of an intransitive coastal system, in 
which boundary conditions do not change, perturbed by 
an abrupt (wave impact) event [61]. Exceptions to this 
occur when extreme events of this kind are superimposed
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on natural coastal systems that are already changing mono- 
tonically as a result of long-term forcing, typically involving 
either sea-level rise or sea-level fall: an example of a transi
tive system. In such cases, it would be expected the effect 
of large-wave impact events (storm surge or tsunami) 
would change through time and that long-term equilib
rium would never be restored. For example, where storm 
surges associated with tropical cyclones are imposed on a 
rising sea level, as in the Bay of Bengal over recent decades, 
their inland reach will in time become greater and impacts 
consequently progressively more extensive [62].

For people in earlier (often pre-literate) times, the 
most noticeable effects of such transitive changes in 
coastal systems may have been the cumulative effects of 
successive extreme (wave) events resulting from long-term 
changes in system boundary conditions, an analogous situ
ation to the effects of extremes on rising 21st-century sea 
level [63]. This may have entailed, for example, punctuated 
retreat or advance of the shoreline under conditions of 
rising or falling sea level respectively. Myth-encoded obser
vations of coastal change and associated submergence of 
many parts of the coast of the Indian sub-continent are 
preserved in various ancient texts like the Mahabharata 
and the Ramayana. They commonly report the ‘impact’ of 
a ‘giant wave’ that engulfed a coastal city leading to its ‘de
struction] the death of many of its inhabitants and (impli
citly) its subsequent abandonment; good examples come 
from myths about the coastal cities of Dwaraka, Mahabali- 
puram and Poompuhar, which are known to have once 
existed [20,64], together with those whose existence may 
be allegorical like the city of “Maturai which was flooded 
by the sea” ([25]: 294) and Tonipuram, the city of the boat 
[25].

It seems unlikely that a single such event would have 
produced such lasting effects unless it was superimposed 
on a period of prolonged sea-level rise, such as occurred 
around the coast of India during the early Holocene, 
perhaps 7300-4900 cal BP [65,66]. In this interpretation, 
the event would have been a recurring extreme, perhaps 
a storm surge or a tsunami, but being superimposed on 
a rising sea level would have had effects unsurpassed in 
the memories of the affected people and may conse
quently have led to the abandonment of the city in ques
tion. Since many of these cities already had coastal 
defences -  plausibly a response to previous shoreline 
erosion and extreme wave events -  these would have 
quickly fallen into disrepair, hastening the ‘disappear
ance’ of the city and its change from a real to a mythical 
place. Such a scenario seems applicable to Dwaraka, both 
the reality and the location of which were uncertain until 
investigations in the 1980s [67], and to Mahabalipuram 
about which myths were abruptly validated following the 
exposure of part of the ancient city by tsunami waves gen
erated by the 2004 Indian Ocean Earthquake [24].

The coastal-change myths from Australian Aboriginal 
informants are most plausibly explained as a consequence 
of inundation by rising postglacial sea level of low-lying 
areas, either connecting the mainland with an offshore is
land or separated by a coastal barrier from the deep ocean. 
While extreme events may be implicated in some of the 
myths, in most cases these can be adequately explained by 
sea level rising over the edge of a low-lying coastal plain 
and flooding it with unprecedented rapidity. From the 
Melbourne area (see Figure 4), there are various myths 
that recall the sea ‘breaking in’ (Hull in [30]), perhaps dur
ing “a hurricane -  trees bending to and fro -  then the 
earth sank, and the sea rushed in ... till the void places be
came broad and deep, as they are today” (McCrae in [29]: 
33). It is likely that the details about extreme winds, earth 
sinking, and ‘filling’ of these coastal shelves being rapid 
are all embellishments added to the simple yet otherwise 
transgenerationally unmemorable observation of the 
slowly rising ocean spilling onto a coastal shelf.

Myths ignoring subsidence
As in other regions, abrupt subsidence during (or imme
diately after) earthquakes is something that is common 
in parts of the Asia-Pacific region yet which is not al
ways easy to detect in pre-monitoring records [68,69]. 
And while intuitively we might not expect it to be so, 
abrupt subsidence at coastal locations is also something 
that is frequently ignored in myths, usually because ob
servers of these events focus on the large waves that ac
company them. This appears true of many such events 
in ancient Greece [70] as well as the memorable 1755 
Fisbon Earthquake [71]. In some myths from the Asia- 
Pacific region, there is clear evidence that rapid subsid
ence affected a particular (former) island even though 
the myths claim that it was only the accompanying (tsu
nami) waves that caused it to disappear.

A good example is Teonimanu (see Figure 6), the 
modern location of which is claimed by local people to 
be marked by Fark Shoal [44,54,55]. Assuming this is 
correct, then given that the surface of Fark Shoal is 
presently 9 m  below mean sea level, this suggests that, if 
the island it was once stood above mean high-water level 
(as it m ust have been as it was inhabited), then it has 
subsided at least a net 12 m  or so since this time. In 
some reports, Teonimanu was a high (bedrock) island, 
so 12 m  represents a minimum figure for subsidence. 
But more importantly, none of the myths about the dis
appearance of Teonimanu mention subsidence, only the 
impact of successive large waves which are claimed in 
one account to have run across the island until it was 
“totally submerged” ([41]: 203).

O ther examples come from the islands of Vanuatu 
where a number of traditions speak of islands that have 
disappeared yet whose former locations are well known
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and marked by shoals [43]. These include the islands of 
Malveveng and Tolamp, both off the northeast coast of 
Malakula Island. The surface of Malveveng is 4 -5  m 
below mean sea level, that of Tolamp is deeper, around 
15 m  below sea level. Evidence that they disappeared as 
the myths imply is supported by the fact that there are 
many similar submerged island-type structures visible 
on the steep submarine slopes leading from the coast of 
Malakula into the adjoining South Aoba Basin [72].

All these former islands -  Teonimanu, Malveveng and 
Tolamp -  were reportedly inhabited, which is why their 
abrupt disappearance is so memorable in the oral tradi
tions of the present inhabitants of nearby islands, and 
some accounts suggest they were bedrock islands (not of 
superficial composition) and reached more than 5 m 
above high-tide level [43]. All myths about their dis
appearance mention large waves and the likeliest inter
pretation of why these islands vanished is that an 
earthquake (series) triggered sea-floor collapse and asso
ciated island (coseismic) subsidence and (aseismic) slip 
which together caused the island to disappear beneath 
the ocean surface. Survivors of all these events are 
known in the myths, so it is likely that some inhabitants 
of the affected islands had enough time to escape, sug
gesting that coseismic subsidence may have been 
followed by slower aseismic subsidence before the entire 
island became submerged. Although it is impossible to 
calculate the contributions of coseismic and aseismic 
subsidence to the particular instances of island dis
appearance, it is likely that the latter was greater, given 
that maximum magnitudes of observed coseismic sub
sidence in most such geotectonic situations are only 
around 1 m  [73,74].

Conclusions
In the Asia-Pacific region, many extant myths belonging 
to peoples occupying coasts that are periodically subject 
to major geological change have value in reconstructing 
the recurrence of such changes and in planning for the 
future of such places. In this paper, myths concerning 
rapid coastal change have been examined. These myths 
represent a body of indigenous knowledge that can help 
in developing adaptive strategies for future coastal 
change [75,76]; much the same has been demonstrated 
for myths derived from observations of volcanic activity 
[77,78].

Although gaining increased acceptance in the past 
decade, this view that (euhemeristic) myths can contain 
information about past observations of environmental 
(and societal) change is still regarded as somewhat con
troversial by many social scientists. It is more difficult to 
gauge the view of geoscientists concerning the potential 
for oral traditions to inform the understanding of geo
logical phenomena, although recent trends suggest a

growing receptiveness to the idea [10]. The key seems to 
be a need to accept that stories which evolved from cul
tural milieux’ different from those in which an individual 
was raised may appear ephemeral and without scientific 
meaning but a proper judgement on that cannot readily 
be made by such an individual [79].

To this end, in keeping with trends elsewhere in the 
world, it would seem im portant for geoscientists intim 
ate with Asia-Pacific cultures to help gather and identify 
myths that might inform our understanding of past 
coastal change in this region and, through an under
standing of past effects on environments and societies, 
contribute to the management of expected future coastal 
changes. This is becoming a huge challenge, not because 
science cannot identify plausible futures for environ
m ents and peoples in the Asia-Pacific region but because 
of the difficulties in persuading regional decision-makers 
at every level (including community level) to support 
adaptive strategies that invariably fail to acknowledge 
local cultural values.

This issue has proved problematic in the implementa
tion of community responses to volcanism [80] and to 
the impacts of associated hazards [81,82]. In terms of 
responding to future sea-level rise, particularly changes 
in extremes superimposed on long-term sea-level rise 
over the next few decades [83], there is a growing need 
for decision-makers in the Asia-Pacific region, particu
larly in its poorer countries, to implement effective and 
sustainable adaptation strategies to ensure livelihood 
sustainability [84,85]. The incorporation of local tradi
tions, such as myths recalling precedents in particular 
areas, could make a significant difference to the degree 
of community acceptance of adaptation strategies 
[75,76], particularly as the disruption of hum an liveli
hoods along Asia-Pacific coasts becomes more wide
spread as sea level rises over the next few decades and 
beyond [83].
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